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Specifications

Package Dimensions
6.18 x 4.21 x 1.89 inches
Item Weight 
7 ounces
Connectivity Technology 
Wired
Noise Control 
Sound Isolation
Audio Sensitivity 
104 dB
Water Resistance Level 
Water-Resistant
Frequency Range 
5-40000hz
Driver
14.2mm planar driver
Impedance
14.8ohm
Sound pressure level
104dB/1Khz
Frequency response range
5-40000hz
THD
<0.2%/1KHZ
Connector
MMCX
Brand
Linsoul

Introduction



The 7Hz Timeless is packaged in a white box with a black cardboard wrap around it. An illustration of the IEM can be
found on the front of the sleeve, and an exploded diagram and a list of parameters can be found on the back. The
box itself is white with a textured feel, and the front has a silver company logo.7HZ With a body that is lightweight
and a diaphragm that is incredibly thin, Timeless certainly lives up to its name. Nothing but everything is how
everything feels. Time can be found here. Fast response, great dynamic range, and frequency characteristics are
provided by a chosen 14.2mm planar driver and special construction.  Each earphone shell is constructed from a
single CNC-cut piece of aviation-grade aluminum that has undergone the hardest hard oxidation process possible. It
is strong and resistant to wear. The properly spaced soundtrack faceplate has a timeless sound coming from it, like
an infinity pool.

What’s In the Box?

7Hz Timeless IEM
Detachable silver-plated copper MMCX cable
Aluminum alloy carrying case
12x pairs of silicone ear tips in 3 different styles
1x pair of spare nozzle covers
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Design

The 7Hz Timeless requires huge shells in order to accommodate the large 14.2mm, planar magnetic driver. The final
product that 7Hz produced is a sizable disc-shaped casing with a flat faceplate. Like a vinyl record, the faceplates are
about the size of a penny and are covered in tightly spaced concentric circles. The inner side of the shells has an
angled nozzle and sloping surface that more closely resembles a traditional IEM. In addition to a single vent near the
base of the nozzle, there are three vents close to the MMCX socket. In addition to a protective metal mesh on the
nozzle aperture to shield the internals from earwax, the nozzles include a prominent lip that maintains ear tips in
place.

Despite having a somewhat odd appearance, the Timeless is an IEM that is surprisingly cozy. I can wear the shells
all day because they are comfortable and snugly fit in my ears. Additionally, even when I shake my head about, the fit
is snug and the earbuds never feel flimsy. The timeless is ideal for use in noisy areas since it offers above-average
noise isolation.

Cable

The supplied cable is a single crystal copper braided cable with a smooth transparent covering. Three termination
options are offered: 3.5mm SE, 2.5mm balanced, and 4.4mm balanced. The housings for MMXC connectors are
constructed of a red metal ring and black plastic. The Y-split and plug share the same black and red colour scheme
and are made of metal. There is also a chin slider made of black metal. The cable has no microphonics and is flexible
and silky. To put it another way, it handles superbly. At this price, it seems like the ideal complement to the
earpieces.

Frequently Asked Questions

How do I know if I want the 2.5mm, 3.5 or 4.4? 
Timeless has 3 sizes (3.5mm and 2.5mm/4.4mm balanced) available to choose from based on the devices you
want to use it with. If you regularly use Timeless in combination with an amplifier, we also recommend that you
choose the model that fits the output of your amplifier.
Can this be adequately driven by an iPhone 7? 
As iPhone 7 has a 3.5mm jack, please choose 3.5mm size version. If you regularly use Timeless in combination
with an amplifier, we also recommend that you choose the model that fits the output of your amplifier.
Which foam tips will work with these? 
The supplied tips didn’t work for me as well as the one’s off a set of Linsoul Olina x Hobbs. Those tips were a
great fit and the sound improved 10x. I realize now tip selection is essential. Not sure what brand Olina offers,
but they are superior (for me) to what’s in the box. Don’t bottleneck down on the nozzle size, e.g. 3mm tips on
the 7Hz 5mm nozzle only degrades the sound IMO, it’s quite a stretch too.
Which small DAC/amps would work well with this around? 



I’ve been very pleased with the performance of my Fiio BTR5-2021. I would choose the Timeless IEM’s with the
balanced 2.5mm cable so you can take advantage of the Fiio’s higher power 2.5mm port (250mW) vs it’s lower
power 3.5mm (80mW) output.
When purchasing the timeless is it necessary to purchase an additional cable in order to improve the
sound? a user recommended the trip owing Altea 6n?
I would not say necessary. It sounds good with the stock cable. Other cables may change the sonic profile, but I
would try it with the stock cable and then determine if you find something about the sound you don’t like, then
try to find a cable that would be better overall, or maybe tailored the sound to suit your preferences.
How do these compare to the Shuoer S12s? 
won’t recommend getting the 7hrtz, they sound great and all but not worth the $200 sound-wise, I would
recommend getting the Sennheiser ie 300 best value you can get for iems for $300. I do own the 7hrtz they are
great but ie 300 is the way to go if you are looking for a well-justified price for items that’s won’t break the bank.
The ie 300 will be your best comparison to the s12, unlike the 7hrtz.
My product arrived in a factory-sealed box with a small plastic doohickey taped to the outside of the
box. Super strange. Any idea what it is? 
Yes, the doohickey you mentioned is a tool for removing the cable when you need to. The MMCX connector
type is notoriously hard to disconnect unlike the normal 2 pin and the now getting popular QDC 2-pin
connectors. It looks like in this case someone either at the factory or the store realized felt that a tool should
have been included as part of the accessories for the product.
I bought the 4.4mm version and when I plug it into my amp it makes a loud clicking noise. Any ideas
why? Yes, the plug was pushed all the way into the amp?
They are garbage! One earbud didn’t work right out of the box, and the refund process was a nightmare..never
was fully refunded..cost me money and oodles of time for a dud product..never again.
I would like to use them on stage how is the sound isolation and how do they compare to unique 7hz
timeless item high-res item?
I don’t perform, but I don’t think they would be great on stage. The shape does not fit tight in the ear and the
seal, at least for me, is not amazing. My shure’s with foam tips fit better and have much better isolation. I think
you need to look for IEM made for stage use. That being said, Timeless do sound great for the money.
How is the bass?? The timeless or oh10? For those who know.
I don’t have oh10 so I can’t comment or compare them. The timeless is really good at bass, but not basshead
level tho. Clean, punchy bass with a satisfying thump to it.
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